
Investor Profile Questionnaire

Section 1: Time Horizon
1. I plan to begin withdrawing money from my 
investments in:

Less than 3 years     1

3-5 years      3

6-10 years      7

11 years or more     10

2. Once I begin withdrawing funds from my 
investments, I plan to spend all of the funds in:

Less than 2 years     0

2-5 years      1

6-10 years      4

11 years or more     8

    Subtotal: Time Horizon Score

    Enter the total points from questions 1 and 2.

    Time Horizon Score: _______ point(s)

If your Time Horizon Score is less than 3, stop here.
A score of less than 3 indicates a very short investment 
time horizon. For such a short time horizon, a relatively 
low-risk portfolio of 40% short-term (average maturity 
of five years or less) bonds and 60% cash is suggested, 
as stock investments may be significantly more volatile 
in the shortterm.

If your score is 3 or more, please continue to 
Section 2.

Section 2: Risk Tolerance
3. I would describe my knowledge of investments as:

None       0

Limited      2

Good       4

Extensive      6

4. When I invest my money, I am:

Most concerned about losing value   0

Equally concerned about losing    
or gaining value     4

Most concerned about gaining value   8

5. Select the investments you currently own or have 
owned in the past with the highest number of points:

Money market funds or cash investments 0

Bonds and/or bond funds   3

Stocks and/or stock funds   6

International securities and/or funds  8

Example: you now own stock funds. In the 
past,you’ve purchased international securities. 
Yourpoint score would be 8.

6. Imagine that in the past three months, the overall 
stock market lost 25% of its value. An individual 
stock investment you own also lost 25% of its value. 
What would you do?

Sell all of my shares    0

Sell some of my shares    2

Do nothing     5

Buy more shares    8



7. Review the chart below.

We’ve outlined the most likely best– and worst– case 
annual returns of five hypothetical investment plans. 
Which range of possible outcomes is most acceptable 
to you?

The figures are hypothetical and do not represent the 
performance of any particular investments.

Plan Average 
Annual 
Return

Best Case Worst 
Case

Points

A 4% 12% -3% 0

B 6% 16% -6% 3

C 8% 20% -9% 6

D 10% 28% -14% 8

E 12% 40% -24% 10

    Subtotal: Risk Tolerance Score

    Enter the total points for questions 3 through 7.

    Risk Tolerance Score: _______ point(s)
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The forgoing is not a recommendation to buy or sell any individual security or any combination of securities. Past performance is not an indication of future results. 
The information provided is for informational purposes only. Be sure to contact a qualified Professional regarding your particular situation before making any 
investment or withdrawal decision. Investing involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss. 

Milestone Wealth is a registered investment adviser. Registration with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or any state securities authority does 
not imply a certain level of skill or training. Milestone Wealth is not engaged in the practice of law or accounting. Listed individuals and entities are not affiliated with 
Milestone Wealth and only provide advice if needed by and engaged separately by the client. These individuals and entities charge fees separate and apart from 
advisory fees charged by Milestone Wealth. Milestone Wealth and persons associated with Milestone Wealth do not currently receive compensation for referring you 
to these professionals. You are not obligated to utilize any professionals recommended by Milestone Wealth or persons associated with Milestone Wealth.

Please type your name as your signature.

Please type your name as your signature.

Please type your name as your signature.
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